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To ensure the best quality stickers please follow these artwork guidelines.
If you need any help setting up your artwork contact us at info@mauistickers.com.

artwork guidelines

We want to ensure your stickers print with the best quality possible. 
Please send us your artwork in vector format or raster format at 300dpi 
CMYK color mode in one of these fi le formats. If you need any help we will 
be happy to assist you.

file formats

CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black) are the colors used in the 
printing process, whereas RGB (Red, Green and Blue) are the colors used 
by screen displays such as your monitor. Please note that JPEG fi les are 
almost always in RGB.

Your document should be created in CMYK mode so that the colors that 
you see on the screen most closely match the fi nal printed sticker. If you 
create your document in RGB, the colors in your printed sticker may vary 
slightly. Many of the bright values produced by your monitor cannot be 
reproduced in print. See next page for available spot colors as well.

color mode

Have a great idea but need assistance in designing your stickers?

Maui Sticker Company has graphic designers available to bring your 
creative vision to life, and they will help you set up your fi les for the 
perfect sticker.

Contact info@mauistickers.com for a custom estimate of your project.

artwork services

Every custom sticker fi le has three main attributes: Safe Area, Cut Line 
and Bleed. All essential information on a sticker like text or logos should 
stay inside the safe area. The area outside the safety zone is for back-
ground color and bleed. The safety zone begins 1/8” inside the Cut Line.

Any artwork that goes to the edge of the sticker should extend to the 
Bleed line. This creates a tolerance that ensures the background doesn’t 
get cut off  in production. The bleed extends 1/8” out from the Cut Line.

The Cut Line is the edge of your fi nished sticker. Our blade cuts along this 
path during production. The cutline is setup 1/8” out from the artwork. 
To properly set up a cut path, use a vector shape with a .5 pt stroke in 
100% magenta.

file setup

Bleed Area
Cut Line

Safe Area

We can print both raster and vector images. Vector images are infi nitely 
scalable graphics made up of paths, lines and shapes. Vector graphics 
are commonly made in Adobe Illustrator and have fi le extensions .ai, 
.eps and .svg. Raster images are made up of pixels and are commonly 
photographic. Raster images need to be 300dpi at print size for high 
quality printing.

vector vs. raster

Vector Raster
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For printing large areas of solid colors we recommend using spot colors to get the best pos-
sible outcome. Here is a list of the spot colors we have available. If you don’t see a color 
that you want, Please let us know at info@mauistickers.com.

Spot colors


